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was only a year or two younger, so there was little hope of
perpetuating the dynasty. The sisters, kept in virgin seclu-
sion for so long, enjoyed their unwonted freedom but created
factions by their mutual dislike. Zoe, as the elder and
through her three husbands the ruler, had the upper hand
over Theodora who obstinately refused to marry. Theo-
dora, however, had the last word, as she survived her sister
and had the melancholy distinction of being the last sovereign
of the Macedonian house*
Zoe and her       Zoe's first husband, Romanus III, who had been corn-
husbands     peue<i nluch against his will to dismiss his first wife and
become Emperor, reigned from 1028 to 1034.   He was a dull
mediocrity, financially incompetent though full of generous
impulses, and intent mainly on architectural triumphs.    Zoe
soon tired of him and fell in love with a young Paphlagonian.
So Romanus was murdered and Zoe married her lover, who
thereupon became Emperor as Michael IV (1034-41).   He
showed unexpected capacity, but he was handicapped by
epilepsy and finally by dropsy, which carried him off at an
early age.   Zoe was firmly kept in the background, while
the chief offices of State were filled by the various members
of Michael's family;   corrupt and self-seeking as they all
were, the eldest brother, John Orphanotrophos, was an able
administrator and did much to restore the finances.   He and
Michael planned to keep the succession in their family, and
Zoe was induced to adopt their nephew, who on Michael
IV's death duly succeeded to the throne as Michael V.   He
proved to be entirely worthless, and when he tried to banish
Zoe, the populace, always devoted to her, rose and expelled
him.   Zoe was restored, but this time Theodora was associ-
ated with her as joint ruler.   Yet Zoe triumphed once again,
by taking a third husband, Constantine IX (1042-55), an
elderly debauchee, of some capacity but little energy, save
for his own amusements.   He had cultivated tastes, however,
and surrounded himself with men of learning.   In the decline
of imperial authority there was a regular literary renaissance,
in which the revival of philosophy and jurisprudence also
played a part,1   Zoe and Theodora were once again relegated
the historian of the period, who taught philosophy, was the
most distinguished figure ; other famous names were Xipliilin, head of the
law school, and Michael Cerularius.

